
 

Catanya is a nice and fun game. But it is not very good for your brain. The Catanya was never meant to be played by children, but some kids have taken it upon themselves to start a Catanya clan with a Facebook page called the Catanaz. The problem is that they haven't been following the rules of play which have been around for hundreds of years and have been working just fine up until now. Catanya
is fun, but is has to be played with the right rules. A child needs to have his or her parent or guardian with them during the game. And that means that the child's parent or caregiver needs to keep an eye on what they're doing. Another thing you need to do is not start a Catanya clan on Facebook without getting approval first from the moderators of all of your friends who are on Facebook, or your
parents or guardians will have the right to remove you from being part of any Catanya clan at any time. It doesn't matter if you don't know how it works, because some people do not understand these rules. If your child posts a message to the Catanya Facebook group and makes it clear that your child doesn't understand what this is all about, and attempting to make up their own rules which you happen
to like, ( ( ( ( ( ( (( ) ), ) ), ) ), ) then your child should be allowed to stay in the clan. The Catanya clan has been around for hundreds of years, but not everyone knows these rules. And sometimes kids don't understand them either, so they try to take upon themselves to break them just because they're bored. I was giving this warning to my friends at every opportunity, but every time I did, the Catanya
clan notice me and made me a member of their tribe and all of my other friends were kicked out. Now no one can talk to me. So if you take it upon yourself to start a Catanya clan and try and do it without knowing how the rules work, you run the risk of having your other friends leave because they want nothing to do with you or your clan. This is why it's really important that each child should follow
these rules before he/she starts up a Catanya clan with other kids. It could be fatal if not done right. The Catanya clone is a very easy game to make. The Catanya clone can be made out of Lego and other toys, and the Catanya clone rule/score sheet is as follows: The person who starts the game gets to be the first player. Every time the player passes go his or her score is recorded by moving those same
colored markers up one space. When a cube lands on your property and you don't want it you can pass go and collect $200. If you land on Park Place and Boardwalk then you win $600. If there's a tie then no one wins.
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